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Abstract
The topic of this thesis is system identiﬁcation and control of two diﬀerent
internal combustion engines, Partially Premixed Combustion (PPC) engine
and a more conventional Combustion Ignited (CI) diesel engine. The control
of both engines is aimed to emission reduction and to increase the eﬃciency.
There is an introduction to the internal combustion engine, as well as the-
ory used about system identiﬁcation and Model Predictive Control (MPC).
A physical model of a PPC engine was designed. With this model, it was
possible to perform simulations and to obtain data to design a cycle-to-cycle
state space model used subsequently by the MPC controller.
A black box model of the CI engine was designed using data of a real CI
engine from another project. After designing the model, a MPC controller was
created. The aim of this controller was to reduce emissions and to increase
the eﬃciency of the engine.
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Part I
Introduction

1
Introduction to Internal
Combustion Engines
The internal combustion engine is today the most used technology for trans-
portation of goods and people worldwide [7]. The need for transportation
and the contamination produced by this type of engines force the society
to improve the technology of the internal combustion engines. For this rea-
son, more eﬃcient internal combustion engines that can comply with the
increasingly restrictive emission level standards are under research. A way
of optimizing engine eﬃciency and lower engine emissions is of course to im-
prove the design of the engine control system. However, controlling these new
types of engines can be challenging [10]. With the help of the increasingly
available computer power and the amount of engine sensor information avail-
able today more advanced control methods such as MPC could be used to
control the engines of today and tomorrow.
1.1 Internal Combustion Engine
Figure 1.1 shows basic geometry and the operation principle of an inter-
nal combustion engine. The internal combustion engine produces mechanical
power from the chemical energy stored in the fuel. The energy is released by
burning the fuel in a combustion chamber resulting in high pressures inside
the cylinder, allowing the gas mixture to produce work by pushing a piston
inside the combustion chamber. This linear movement is transformed into
rotatory movement by a crankshaft-rod device, allowing to put the wheels
of the vehicle in motion. In a four-stroke engine the thermodynamic cycle
which produces work is completed during two revolutions of the crankshaft,
or four piston strokes:
• Intake stroke: during the ﬁrst stroke of the cycle the piston goes from
TDC (Top Dead Center) to BDC (Bottom Dead Center) while the
11
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intake valve is opened to draw fresh air into the combustion chamber
from the intake manifold of the combustion chamber (see Figure 1.1).
• Compression stroke: after BDC the piston compresses the unburned
mixture while going to TDC with the valves closed. During this stroke
the work is done on the gas by the piston (negative work). At the end
of this stroke, when the piston is close to TDC, the combustion process
is initiated.
• Power stroke: most of the combustion takes place after TDC which
increases the in cylinder pressure and temperature. The high pressure
forces the piston down towards BDC. During this stroke work is done
by the gas mixture on the piston (positive work).
• Exhaust stroke: in order to replace the burnt gases with a new fresh
air/fuel mixture the exhaust valve opens and lets the burnt gas mixture
exit the cylinder to the exhaust manifold, while the piston goes from
BDC to TDC. This completes two revolutions of the crankshaft and
the four strokes of the engine. After the exhaust stroke has ended the
four-stroke cycle is restarted with an intake stroke.
Figure 1.1 The four-stroke operating cycle. Source: [8]
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1.2 Gasoline engine
There are many ways of classifying an internal combustion engine, how-
ever one of the most common is by the ignition method. The two most con-
ventional types are the gasoline (Otto) engine and the Diesel engine.
1.2 Gasoline engine
These engines run on gasoline fuels. The fuel and the air are premixed before
the piston reaches TDC. In addition, gasoline engines use an external source
of energy to ignite the air-fuel mixture, done by spark. After the ignition
the combustion proceeds through the combustion chamber as an exother-
mic reaction. In the Spark Ignited (SI) engines, the timing of the start of
combustion (SOC) is chosen by controlling the timing of the spark, which is
usually set just before TDC during the compression stroke. In a controller
design perspective the spark timing is a trade-oﬀ between thermodynamic
eﬃciency, the risk of knock and NOx formation [8]. The eﬃciency of gaso-
line engines is lower than Compression Ignited (CI) engines, which results
in a higher fuel consumption and higher emissions of CO2. However, NOx
and particulate emission levels are lower than those from diesel engines when
operated together with a catalyst [8].
1.3 Diesel engine
These engines run on diesel fuels which are injected into the combustion
chamber close to TDC. After the fuel has vaporized and mixed suﬃciently
with the air, the combustion the combustion takes place with a heterogeneous
fuel and air mixture [8]. These engines are Compression Ignited (CI) and this
thesis will only cover this type of engine operation. In comparison to the Otto
engine, the eﬃciency of the Diesel engine is higher and the emissions of CO2
are lower. Nevertheless, diesel emissions of NOx are typically higher [14].
1.4 HCCI and PPC
There exist more engine concepts under research. Examples of newer engine
concepts are: Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition and Partially Pre-
mixed Combustion engines. These try to improve the eﬃciency and to lower
the emissions of the conventional engines. Figure 1.2 shows how these type
of engines are related to the conventional engines explained above.
Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition (HCCI) engines are a combi-
nation of SI and CI concepts. Here, the fuel is injected earlier in the cycle so
that the fuel-air mixture is homogeneous prior to the start of combustion in
13
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Figure 1.2 Diﬀerent combustion processes in internal combustion engines
Source: [9]
the same way as SI. However, in HCCI the mixture will be compression ig-
nited and the timing of ignition will depend on the pressure, the temperature
and the properties of the charge. HCCI has the advantage of a homogeneous
combustion without hot zones which reduces NOx emissions, and, since the
charge is homogeneous, no locally rich zones occur, reducing soot formation
[8]. However, it is not trivial to control the point of auto-ignition. This makes
HCCI more diﬃcult to control compared as to SI and CI engines.
Partially Premixed Combustion (PPC) is achieved by having a higher
resistance to auto-ignition than in conventional CI and injecting the fuel
early enough for substantial mixing to occur before combustion starts, but
not so early that the mixture is completely homogeneous. In addition, if the
injection is suﬃciently close to the autoignition point it is possible to ﬁnd
a connection between injection timing and ignition [13]. This results in a
combustion mode with better controllability than HCCI without increasing
the emissions of NOx and soot to the levels of traditional Diesel engines [13].
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2
Introduction to Physical
and Black Box Modelling
and MPC
As mentioned in Section 1.4, in order to increase eﬃciency and reduce emis-
sions of the engines it is crucial to have a good automatic control system. The
engine is a complex system with multiple inputs and outputs and the goal of
the controller is to achieve a high eﬃciency with low emissions. This could be
formulated as an optimization problem. This suggests that Model Predictive
Control could be a suitable controller choice (Section 2.3). This controller
is model-based, which means that in order to design the parameters for the
controller, a model of the engine is needed. This chapter introduces physical
and black box modelling and Model Predictive Control theory.
2.1 Physical Modelling
The knowledge about physical laws can help to describe the behaviour of a
system. One can describe a system using physics applied to mathematical
equations. For instance, the ideal gas law is widely used to model the state
of a thermodynamic system:
pV = nRT (2.1)
There also exist general principles that can be used as guidelines for
physical modelling. For example, the conservation of mass, energy (used in
Section 3.1) and momentum lead to physical balance equations on the form
accumulation flow = inflow − outflow (2.2)
which are useful for mechanical, electrical, chemical and thermodynamical
systems [12].
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Complex systems like combustion engines may be described with more
than one equation. Given that to put all the equations together to design
a single model is not easy, it is possible to design a simulation program.
Then, one can simulate the model to obtain data which can be used to
identify simpler black box models (explained in the next section) with lower
complexity and more suitable for controller design purposes. In this thesis
physical laws have been used to design a simulation program (see Section
3.1). Afterwards, it has been possible to obtain a state-space model for the
controller that later was used for MPC design.
2.2 Black Box Modelling
Black box modelling is used when there is not enough knowledge of the
systems internal workings. Therefore the system is treated as a black box,
that transfers an input to an output (Figure 2.1).
Figure 2.1 Black box schematics
In order to model the system transfer characteristics, input output data is
obtained from the real process after making diﬀerent experiments, although
can be obtained from a simulation program, as explained in the last section.
The input used in the identiﬁcation must have enough excitation in order
to provide all the information of the dynamics of the system. Usually a good
choice is to use Pseudorandom binary sequences [12].
Once one has suﬃcient input-output data, it is possible to ﬁt a priori
chosen models to this data, for example state-space or ARMAX models of
diﬀerent orders. A higher order model (with more parameters) usually ﬁts
the input / output data more accurately, but it does not mean that a higher
order model is better than a lower one. If the number of model parameters
is chosen too high there is a risk that the the ﬁtted model could get too
adapted to the speciﬁc input / output data set and would not be successful
in predicting outputs of new input/output experiments. This is called over-
ﬁtting and could be avoided by doing cross-validation experiments which also
were done in this thesis. In order to choose the model order, there are criteria
16
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that can be followed. In this thesis, the Akaike information criterion (AIC)
was used, where the following formula should be minimized:
AIC(p) = log σ̂2(θ̂N ) +
2p
N
, σ̂N ∈ Rp (2.3)
where σ2(θ̂N ) is the variance of the estimated parameters, p the number of
model parameters and N the number of data samples. Although this criteria
may lead in favour of higher order models, it helps to choose the optimal
number of parameters needed to describe the desired model [12].
2.3 Model Predictive Control
"In MPC, the current control action (at each sampling instant) is obtained
by solving on-line open-loop ﬁnite-horizon optimal control problem with cur-
rent measurements as the initial state, the solution providing an optimal
control sequence where only the ﬁrst control step is applied to the process.
At each new measurement, the optimal control problem is recalculated over
the prediction horizon, which provides an open-loop ﬁnite-horizon control
plan. Again, the controller actuates the ﬁrst move of the control plan, thus
providing an iterative nature to MPC. As the iteration proceeds, the predic-
tion horizon moves ahead, a feature denominated receding horizon control
[11].
In other words, MPC predicts the outputs during a determined prediction
horizon (p) and computes also the control signals from the actual sample
during the control horizon (m), although only the ﬁrst move is applied. MPC
is model-based, meaning that it is necessary to have a good model describing
the process in order to design a controller.
The MPC algorithm consists in solving an optimization problem where a
cost function (2.4) is minimized with respect to the system input. This cost
function contains the weights of the inputs and outputs and the penalization
for the soft constraints for each sample in the prediction horizon. This cost
function must be solved subject to the constraints mentioned previously. The
cost function is minimized at each sample instant and the ﬁrst control signal
is then applied to the process [11].
J(u) =
p−1∑
i=0
(
ny∑
j=1
|wyi+1,j
(
yjk+i+1|k − rjk+i+1
)
|2 +
nu∑
j=1
|(w∆ui )j ∆ujk+i|k|2
+
nu∑
j=1
|(wui )j
(
ujk+i|k −
(
urk+1
)j)|2 + ρεε2) (2.4)
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Here, y are the outputs, r the references, u the inputs, ∆u the inputs
variations and w the weights assigned to each parameter. The ρεε2 expression
is the penalization when any soft constraint is violated.
Figure 2.2 Model Predictive Control. Source: [1]
MPC has some advantages with respect to other control methods:
• It can be used with MIMO systems, having multiple inputs and multiple
outputs.
• MPC works with a function to minimize, called cost function. With this
function it is possible to specify controller priorities in order to obtain
a desired behaviour of the process.
18
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• With the cost function it is possible, for example, to have diﬀerent
weights for each output. This way some outputs are more penalized
than others if they don't reach its reference.
• One can also have weights in the inputs in order to prioritize some more
than others. It is also possible to set a weight in the input variation.
• One can add constraints to inputs or outputs, in order not to exceed
a determined value for an input or output. These constraints can be
softened, letting the controller violate the constraints but increasing
the value of the cost function.
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Part II
PPC Engine Identiﬁcation and
Control

3
Physical Cycle-to-Cycle
Modelling of PPC
This chapter presents a mathematical model of a PPC cylinder based on
physical laws (e.g. thermodynamic laws). All the relevant variables of the
system are presented and explained. Finally, the physical model obtained
is used in diﬀerent simulations to obtain a state-space model which will be
useful to design an engine controller.
3.1 Physical Model
The model used in this chapter describes the behaviour of the engine during
the closed part of the cycle. This model aims to predict the cylinder pressure
during the closed part of the cycle given the injection timing and the injected
fuel mass. Nevertheless, to reduce the amount of time and data needed by the
controller to compute the control signal, the inputs given to the controller
will act as a summary of the whole cycle. For example, the pressure trace
obtained with the half-cycle model will be used to calculate the Indicated
Mean Eﬀective Pressure (IMEP) and the maximum pressure of the whole
cycle. These two parameters act as a summary of the whole pressure signal.
These variables will be used by the controller to compute the control signal
of the next cycle.
To build a model of an engine it is necessary to deﬁne the variables that
are going to be relevant for the control of the engine. Those are the inputs
to the engine, outputs, and other variables whose value should be taken into
account. A schematics diagram of the controller and the system is presented
in Figure 3.1.
Inputs
The parameters which one can choose freely to modify the behaviour of
the engine are three, all connected to the fuel injection system. These are
23
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the duration of the injection, the injection pressure and the crank angle of
SOI (start of injection), θSOI . To choose the mass fuel injected, the injection
pressure and injection duration must be determined. However, the relation
between duration of injection and injection pressure to the injected fuel mass
has not been modelled here. Instead, the fuel mass (mf ) has been regarded
as a system input.
Outputs
There are mainly two sensors in the engine that are going to be considered.
The ﬁrst one is a crank angle encoder which will measure the angular position
of the crank. Given that the chosen time scale for this system is not the
absolute value of time, but the crank angle, one must take into account that
if the engine is running at a higher speed, the computer will have to calculate
the control signal faster because the cycles duration will be shorter.
The other sensor is an in-cylinder pressure sensor. This will give a relative
pressure inside the cylinder. Considering the pressure in the inlet manifold
equal to the pressure in the cylinder during the intake process, it is possible
to compare relative pressure in the cylinder with the absolute pressure in
the inlet manifold. This will give the absolute pressure (p) during the cycle.
With those values it will be possible to calculate more relevant parameters
for the controller. Directly one can ﬁnd the maximum pressure (pmax) which
will be used by the controller in order not to exceed a too high pressure in
the cylinder. The Gross Indicated Mean Eﬀective Pressure (IMEPg) will be
also calculated. This is the indicated work on the piston during the closed
part of the cycle (compression/expansion stokes) divided by the displacement
volume (Vd) [14]:
IMEPg =
1
Vd
∮
pdV (3.1)
Another relevant variable that will be treated as an output will be the
crank angle in which half of the heat (Q) has been released from the com-
bustion process (θCA50). This parameter is used to control the combustion
timing. Given that there is not a sensor to measure the heat release, an
observer that uses cylinder pressure to estimate the heat will be designed.
Cylinder Movement
As it has been said, the absolute value of time is not taken into account for
the description of the system in this thesis. Instead, the crank angle of the
engine is used. It is trivial to see that each crank angle will correspond to
an unequivocal position of the piston, and this will lead to the volume of the
combustion chamber. By taking the cylinder geometry into consideration, it
is possible to obtain the following formula to ﬁnd the cylinder volume (V )
depending on the crank angle (θ) [8]
24
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Figure 3.1 Schematics of the system of the engine and the controller
V = Vc +
Vd
2
(
Rv + 1− cos(θ)−
√
(R2v − sin2(θ)
)
(3.2)
where Vc is the minimum volume in the cylinder obtained at TDC (clear-
ance volume) and Rv the ratio between the connection rod length and the
crank radius (see Figure 1.1).
It is also possible to deﬁne the derivative of the volume with respect to
crank angle
dV
dθ
=
Vd
2
sin(θ)
1 + cos(θ)√
R2v − sin2(θ)
 (3.3)
which may be integrated during the simulation in order to obtain (3.2).
Heat Release Model
The heat released from the combustion process has been modelled as a Gaus-
sian function centred in the half of the heat released (θCA50)
dQ
dθ
=
e
−(θ−(θSOI+τ))2
2σ2√
2piσ2
QLHV ·mf (3.4)
where τ is the ignition delay between the injection and the θCA50, σ is the
width of the Gaussian function that represents the duration of the combustion
and QLHV the lower heating value of the fuel. Note that this function only
describes the heat released well in cases when it is fairly symmetric. An
example of the heat release together with the pressure during a cycle is
shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2 Example of heat release during simulations
The relationship between the heat released and the pressure is given by
[8]
dQ
dθ
=
γ
γ − 1p
dV
dθ
+
1
γ − 1V
dp
dθ
(3.5)
where γ is the heat capacity ratio of the mixture.
Observer
There are no sensors measuring the heat released in the engine. Therefore,
an observer for the model has to be designed. In order to ﬁnd the heat release
from the measured pressure, Eq. (3.5) is used.
Having this in mind, it is intuitive to ﬁnd θCA50 by integrating (3.5).
Heat Losses to the Cylinder Walls
An example of cycle-to-cycle dynamics is caused by the temperature of the
cylinder walls. This temperature is aﬀected by the last cycle and will inﬂuence
the pressure inside the cylinder in the next cycle. Therefore, it is necessary to
model the heat losses of the gas in the combustion chamber to the cylinder
walls and the coolant (Figure 3.3) [14].
The heat losses are modelled as convection from the gas to the wall
Q˙ht = hcAc (T − Tw) (3.6)
26
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Figure 3.3 Heat losses through walls. Source: [14]
where hc is the convection coeﬃcient that could be obtained experimen-
tally (although it depends on T , p and the in cylinder ﬂow [8]), Ac the
cylinder surface area, T the gas temperature and Tw the wall temperature.
The conduction through the cylinder wall was modelled as
Q˙con =
(Tw − Tc) kcAc
Lc
(3.7)
where Tc is the coolant temperature, kc the conduction coeﬃcient and Lc
the wall thickness. After obtaining these two heats, it is possible to ﬁnd the
variation of the wall temperature with
T˙w = 2
Q˙ht − Q˙con
mcCp
, Tw(0) = Tw0 (3.8)
where mc is the wall mass and Cp the speciﬁc heat. However, given that
only half of the cycle was modelled, the wall temperature that is obtained
corresponds to the temperature at half of the cycle. In order to get the ﬁnal
temperature of the cycle (and the initial temperature of the following cycle),
it is necessary to add some ﬁrst order dynamics. It can be done using the
equation
Tw = Twhalfα+ Tc (1− α) (3.9)
where α should be tuned accordingly to the real engine.
Ignition Delay
The last dynamics that was implemented to the model was the variation of
the ignition delay, τ . This delay depends on the fuel used, but also depends on
the temperature and the pressure during injection. It is possible to correlate
this ignition delay to equations of the form
τ = Ap−ne
EA
RT (3.10)
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where EA is the activation energy of the fuel for auto ignition, R the
universal gas constant and A and n two tuning parameters that could be
found empirically [8].
3.2 State-Space Model
The MPC controller will use a model in state-space represention (3.11), where
x(k) is the state vector, u(k) the input vector and y(k) the output vector at
sample k.
x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +Bu(k)
y(k) = Cx(k) (3.11)
Input-Output maps
In this part of the thesis, the cylinder wall temperature and the variable
ignition delay have not been considered because of time constraints in the
master thesis. This means that there is no cycle-to-cycle dynamics. Therefore,
each input to the system will correspond to one output independently of the
previous inputs and the state of the system. For this reason, an input-output
map was found by doing simulations (Figure 3.4).
The ﬁrst output, IMEP is clearly non-linear with an absolute maximum
value for a determined θSOI , arg maxθSOI IMEPg. This graph shows that
there is an optimal θSOI point in order to obtain the maximum work done to
the piston. In order to ﬁt a linear model for this output, one could easily ﬁt
two planes (one for θSOI < arg maxθSOI IMEPg and another one for θSOI >
arg maxθSOI IMEPg).
The second output corresponds to the maximum pressure achieved in the
cylinder. The graph shows that in order to reduce the maximum pressure,
the mass fuel should be reduced, or the θSOI increased. It is also non-linear,
although it is possible to ﬁnd a good approximation by ﬁtting a linear re-
gression.
The last output corresponds to the crank angle in which half of the heat
has been already released. This output has been measured with an observer,
as explained in Section 3.1. This graph shows a linear relationship between
θCA50 and θSOI , and shows no connection between the output and the mass
fuel injected. It is trivial then to ﬁt a linear regression to ﬁnd a good model.
Regressions
Finding a linear model for each output makes possible to ﬁnd a state-space
model when there is not dynamic cycle-to-cycle. Each output has been found
as an equation of the form
28
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Figure 3.4 Input-Output maps
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yi = ai ·mf + bi · θSOI (3.12)
where ai and bi are the regression coeﬃcients using least-squares esti-
mation. Putting all the outputs together leads to a matrix equation of the
form
Y = BU (3.13)
where
Y =
y1y2
y3
 B =
a1 b1a2 b2
a3 b3
 U = [ mf
θSOI
]
(3.14)
Finally, to transform (3.13) into a valid state-space model is trivial.
x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +Bu(k)
y(k) = Cx(k) (3.15)
Here A = 0, B is the same matrix as in (3.14) and C is an identity matrix.
To avoid control design problems caused by having A = 0 it is also possible
to treat the inputs incrementally:
x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +B∆u(k)
y(k) = Cx(k) (3.16)
Finally, A and C are identity matrices and
B1 =
3.99 −8.034.88 7.77
0.00 1.00
 B2 =
3.99 −8.034.88 −2.33
0.00 1.00
 ∆u(k) = [ ∆mf
∆θSOI
]
(3.17)
Here, B = B1 when θSOI < arg maxθSOI IMEPg and B = B2 when
θSOI > arg maxθSOI IMEPg.
Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 show the quality of the obtained model for
each output. The colour in each graph represents the absolute value of the
diﬀerence between the real output and the regression, being blue a good
approximation and red a poorer approximation. As said before, θCA50 ﬁts the
model perfectly. For this reason θCA50 is not shown in the graphs. Meanwhile,
IMEP and Pmax contain some areas where the approximation is not so good.
However, the general results are good enough, and this model could be used
for controller design.
30
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Figure 3.5 IMEP model regressions
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Figure 3.6 Maximum pressure model regressions
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4
PPC Control Simulations
In the last chapter a model that approximates the behaviour of the real
engine has been found. Now it is possible to design a controller based on
MPC. In this chapter, the design of the MPC is explained, as well as some
simulation results. These simulations can help to prepare for experimenting
with the PPC engine.
4.1 MPC design
The model found in Section 3.2 consists of:
• 2 inputs: injected fuel mass variation (∆mf ) and start of injection
variation (∆θSOI)
• 3 outputs: Gross Indicated Mean Eﬀective Pressure (IMEPg), max-
imum pressure (pmax) and crank angle of half of the heat released
(θCA50)
• 3 states: given that the C matrix of the state-space model is an identity
matrix, these states correspond to the same 3 outputs
It was possible to simplify the linear model found in the previous chap-
ter with a minimal realization, obtaining 2 states instead of 3. However, this
won't aﬀect the results as both models are equivalent. However, it is necessary
to design two diﬀerent MPCs for controlling the engine. This is because there
exist two diﬀerent models for the engine, one for θSOI < arg maxSOI IMEPg
and the other for θSOI > arg maxSOI IMEPg. Each model describes the be-
haviour of IMEP in a diﬀerent side of its maximum value (see Section 3.2).
Each MPC will control one model and will swap every time the θSOI changes
from one side to the other, as a smart switch.
As explained before, the sampling time for the MPC is not constant. The
MPC will carry out its calculations once per each cycle of the engine. This
means that if the engine is running at a higher speed, the controller will
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have less time to compute the next control signal. This should be taken into
account when working with the real engine.
To improve the behaviour of the closed loop, the controller must be tuned.
This tuning has been made heuristically. To ﬁnd the suitable parameters that
would work with the model, many simulations have been done, tuning the
following controller parameters simultaneously:
• Prediction and control horizon: given that this model has no cycle-
to-cycle dynamics, if the controller manages to ﬁnd a solution to bring
the outputs to its references, it will be done rapidly. However, given
that this will not be the real case, prediction and control horizons have
been chosen. In these simulations, the MPC will predict 50 samples
ahead the outputs for the system, and it will compute the following 3
control signals.
• Output constraints: it is clear that if there are not constraints the
controller will have more options to bring the process to its reference.
However, the pressure inside the engine should not exceed a determined
limit. Therefore the output that refers to the maximum pressure will
have an upper-bound. In addition this constraint will be considered as a
hard constraint, because higher pressures in the cylinder could damage
the engine.
• Output weights: these parameters are important because they will
aﬀect the controller so that the process behaves as the user wants to. It
is important to note that this model has two inputs and three outputs,
which means that the controller has two degrees of freedom to control
three signals, which means that the control problem could be ill-posed.
Nevertheless, the maximum pressure does not have to follow a reference,
but only fulﬁl a constraint which should not be violated. Therefore, the
weight chosen for this output will be considered to be 0. The other two
outputs can be chosen freely, depending on if it is more interesting to
obtain the reference of the IMEPg or the θCA50.
• Input constraints: given that the inputs have been treated as incre-
mental inputs, to add a constraint to one of these inputs will only aﬀect
the variation of the value of the input, but not its absolute value. The
solution taken in this case has been to add two extra states and two
extra outputs to the model. These extra outputs will keep the absolute
values of the inputs. This way in order to add absolute constraints to
the inputs it is enough to add them to the extra outputs. The mathe-
matical description of the extended model is in (4.1).
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[
x(k + 1)
xn(k + 1)
]
=
[
A 0
0 I2
] [
x(k)
xn(k)
]
+
[
B
I2
]
∆u(k)[
y(k)
u(k)
]
=
[
C 0
0 I2
] [
x(k + 1)
xn(k + 1)
]
; xn(0) = u(0) (4.1)
Here, xn(k) are the two new states which keep track of the absolute
value of the inputs.
• Input weights: in a similar way as with the input constraints, the
weight to the inputs can also be added to the extra outputs. In this
system it is interesting to minimize the fuel consumption, using the
injection timing (θSOI) to make the outputs reach its reference when
it is possible.
• Kalman ﬁlter: the Kalman ﬁlter helps to predict the actual states
despite the noise in the system. Given that only simulations have been
carried out, the Kalman ﬁlter has not taken an important role in this
part. However, when working with the real engine it will be necessary
to tune the Kalman ﬁlter in order to obtain the correct values of the
states. Note that it is also possible to use the Kalman ﬁlter obtained
from system identiﬁcation.
4.2 Simulations
In order to improve the behaviour of the controller, a large number of sim-
ulations have been performed. An example is shown in Figure 4.1, where
100 cycles were simulated. In these graphs all the inputs and outputs are
shown as well as the gross eﬃciency (η) of the engine (calculated from the
gross IMEP). The outputs corresponding to the IMEP and the θCA50 follow
a reference (red line), meanwhile the third output (pmax) has only an upper
bound that should not be exceeded (green line). The inputs are shown with
their absolute value, although the controller works with incremental inputs.
The eﬃciency is calculated using
η =
IMEPg · Vd
mfQLHV
(4.2)
In this example, the outputs are followed by its reference rapidly except
for one section (cycles 50-75) where the maximum pressure is on its limit
(around cycle 55 the constraint is violated because of model error). In this
section the θCA50 is close to its reference but cannot reach it. The eﬃciency
remains almost constant during the simulation. This example also includes
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Figure 4.1 MPC simulation
the application of the smart switch described before, although the engine is
mainly working in the side corresponding to θSOI > arg maxSOI IMEPg.
To make the controller more robust and more realistic, some white noise
has been applied to the ignition delay and the combustion duration, simulat-
ing more realistic engine behaviour with stochastic cycle-to-cycle variations
(Figure 4.2).
The performance here is similar to the noise-free simulation, except when
the maximum pressure is closer to its limit. Here, the limit is exceeded be-
cause of the noise, and the θCA50 output becomes less stable during this
section. However, the MPC is able to control the engine showing robustness
to the white noise.
It is clear that the eﬃciency increases when the fuel consumption de-
creases and the IMEP remains constant. This may be achieved by increasing
the weight to the fuel mass input, so that the controller tries to increase the
power of the engine by modifying the θSOI instead of the fuel mass.
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Figure 4.2 MPC simulation with white noise
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Conclusions
The design of a model and a controller for simulations is the ﬁrst step to
control a PPC engine. The results achieved from these simulations could be
used as a guideline for real engine experiments and controller design. After
the study of the simulations, some conclusions were made:
• Using MPC techniques for controlling a PPC engine is a good option.
The characteristics of the MPC and the chance to add constraints and
weights to some parameters in the system will be useful in order to
improve the eﬃciency reducing the fuel consumption which is the main
objective of the PPC engine. Reducing the emissions would also be
possible if the model is extended covering that part.
• The process has shown to be stable at least during the simulations.
Although a validation model with the real process has to be done, this
ﬁrst approximation shows that it is possible to control this kind of
systems.
• The last step before working with the real process is to add cycle-
to-cycle dynamics to the physical model. The equations that should be
used in this more complex model are already stated in Section 3.1. Some
data could be obtained from these simulations and might be used to
get a new state space model. In the next part of this thesis, it is shown
how to work with data extracted from a real engine and to use it for
designing a MPC controller.
• The MPC will need a lot of tuning when working with the real process.
Kalman ﬁlter design will have to be taken into account, apart from
all the other parameters (e.g. horizons, weights). The model used for
the MPC will also need the tuning of some of its parameters that are
unknown at the beginning, but can be found after some experiments
are done.
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• Given that the MPC works with linear models and the engine has
shown a non-linear behaviour, more than one linear model may be
needed. Smart switches as the designed before will be needed that swaps
control between diﬀerent controllers. However it could be hard to ﬁnd
the switching point.
• Although the computers can calculate large quantities of mathematical
operations, it is important to check that the MPC is able to solve
its optimization problem when the engine is running at the highest
speeds. An optimization problem can be time consuming depending on
the number of parameters involved, which can lead to long calculation
times. For example, if the engine is running at 800 rpm the computer
has about 75 ms to ﬁnd the control signal, but if it runs at 2000 rpm
the time for ﬁnding the control signal is reduced to 30 ms.
• This controller is able to deal with constraints, which is useful to restrict
some variables. However, the noise can cause this variables to exceed
its limit when they are too close of the bound. For this reason it may be
interesting to choose a limit according to the noise variance so that if
the constraint is violated, the real hard constraint will not be violated.
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Part III
CI Engine Identiﬁcation and
Control

6
Compression Ignited data
In this part of the thesis the engine studied is a conventional compression
ignition (CI) engine, i.e. a typical diesel engine. Experimental data extracted
from the engine is analysed and used to design mathematical models in order
to create a MPC controller. Using the models and the controller, it is possible
to draw conclusions about the best way to increase the eﬃciency of the engine
and to reduce the emissions. This chapter describes the engine used and
presents a ﬁrst approach to the data that will be used later.
6.1 Diesel engine
The data used in this thesis was obtained from a six-cylinder Volvo D12
heavy-duty engine. This engine is a standard production engine, although
some modiﬁcations were made in order to extract the data. Engine speciﬁ-
cations are given in Table 6.1 [7].
All the data used in this chapter has been taken from the experiments
done in [7].
Parameter Value
Operated cylinders 6
Total displacement volume 12.2 dm3
Bore 131 mm
Stroke 150 mm
Connecting rod length 260 mm
Valves per cylinder 4
Compression ratio 18.5 and 14.1
Table 6.1 Speciﬁcations for the Volvo D12 engine
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6.2 Data
The data extracted from the engine contains the following information:
• INPUTS
 Fuel injection duration: this variable will be treated as an input
of the system. It represents the injection duration of the fuel in
each cycle (DOI).
 Start of injection (θSOI): the crank angle in which the injection
is taking place. θSOI = 0 represents the injection at TDC. This
variable will also be treated an input to the system.
• OUTPUTS
 Net Indicated Mean Eﬀective Pressure (IMEPn): the total
work output during the whole cycle divided by the volume dis-
placed by the piston. This variable will be the main output of the
system and will be guided by the controller in order to follow a
reference.
 Crank angle of half of the heat released (θCA50): gives in-
formation about the timing of the combustion.
 Fuel consumption: the consumption for each cylinder in each
cycle in mg (mf ). This output will not follow a reference, but will
be used by the controller to minimize fuel consumption.
 Ignition delay (τ): the delay between the injection and the start
of combustion can give useful information about the combustion
process.
 Maximum pressure rise rate (dp): this rate is related to the
noise caused by the engine and should be minimized.
 Indicated net eﬃciency (η): the eﬃciency is calculated using
the following equation:
η =
IMEPn · Vd
mfQLHV
(6.1)
Therefore, the model used to calculate the eﬃciency can be ob-
tained directly from the IMEPn and mf .
 NOx emissions: this output will be used by the controller to
minimize or put a constraint to the emission level of NOx.
 Smoke emissions: similar to NOx, this will variable will be min-
imized or constrained by the MPC controller.
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To identify system dynamics two data sets were used in this thesis. In
the ﬁrst one, the fuel injection duration input is excited, while θSOI remains
constant. In the second one, the θSOI was excited meanwhile fuel injection is
constant. This means that each output of the data will have two models, one
corresponding to the ﬁrst output and one to the second output. Afterwards,
both models can be combined in order to get the complete model of each
output. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 are the two data sets used in this thesis. Note
that in the second ﬁgure the fuel ﬂow sensor does not work properly and the
eﬃciency goes then to inﬁnity during a section of the experiment. The data
have been arranged suitably in order to obtain the mathematical models.
Figure 6.1 Data extracted from V12 Volvo diesel engine with varying
fuel injection duration
Before identifying the models, some correlations between signals have
been done. These correlations can show information about possible relation-
ships between data. The correlation used here is the Pearson product-moment
correlation coeﬃcient
ρX,Y =
cov(X,Y )
σXσY
=
E[(X − µX)(Y − µY )]
σXσY
(6.2)
where, cov is the covariance, σX is the standard deviation of X, µX is the
mean of X, and E is the expectation.
In Tables 6.2 and 6.3 those pair of signals with correlations higher than
|±0.5| are marked with a + or − sign, as well as those with really strong
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Figure 6.2 Data extracted from V12 Volvo diesel engine with varying
θSOI
DOI θSOI IMEPn θCA50 mf τ dp η NOx Smoke
DOI ++ ++ 0 + − 0 0 +
θSOI
IMEPn ++ 0 + 0 0 0 +
θCA50 0 + − 0 0 +
mf 0 0 0 − 0
τ 0 0 0 0
dp 0 0 −
η 0 0
NOx 0
Smoke
Table 6.2 Correlations between signals for data set #1
correlations (higher than |±0.9|) are marked with ++ or −−. The pair of
signals that do not have enough correlation are marked as 0.
After looking at the tables, it is possible to draw some conclusions:
• There is a strong positive correlation between DOI and IMEPn and
θCA50. This may have sense given that if there is more fuel in the
cylinder, the combustion process will cause higher pressures, which will
cause more work output and the combustion duration will be extended.
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DOI θSOI IMEPn θCA50 mf τ dp η NOx Smoke
DOI
θSOI − ++ 0 0 − 0 − ++
IMEPn − 0 0 0 0 0 −
θCA50 0 0 − 0 − ++
mf 0 0 −− 0 0
τ 0 0 0 0
dp 0 0 −
η 0 0
NOx −
Smoke
Table 6.3 Correlations between signals for data set #2
• With more fuel it is logic that there are more smoke emissions since
the fuel air mixture is richer.
• θSOI and θCA50 are obviously correlated because if there is a time shift
in θSOI the combustion timing will also be shifted.
• Although it is not reﬂected in both tables, the eﬃciency decreases if
more fuel mass is used.
• It seems that there is no correlation between DOI and mf at all. In
fact there exist correlation, but there is a delay in the mf signal. This
delay hides the logical correlation between the duration of the injection
and the mass fuel used.
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Black Box Cycle-to-Cycle
Modelling of CI
The data provided in the last chapter can be used to identify diﬀerent math-
ematical models that can be used in simulations with a MPC controller.
Although ideally the inputs should have been excited simultaneously, it is
possible to obtain one model for each input-output pair, and ﬁnally merge
all of them in one single state-space model that will be useful for the MPC.
This chapter describes with detail each model obtained and how to get the
combined state-space model.
Given that no physical model has been used for the diesel engine, the
best way to identify the diﬀerent models is to use black box modelling (see
Section 2.2). Before any identiﬁcation, all the means have been removed from
all the data. This will have to be taken into account in the future, because
the models obtained will be according the data with the mean removed. To
make this report lighter, all the graphs showing the behaviour of each model
with its respective data have been set in appendix A.
The diﬀerent pairs input-outputs have been modeled by means of autore-
gressive models with eXternal Input (ARX) (7.1) and autoregressive moving
average models with eXternal Input (ARMAX) (7.2) [6].
A(z)y = B(z)u+ e (7.1)
A(z)y = B(z)u+ C(z)e (7.2)
The use of one model or another depends on if it has been necessary to
make a model of the noise. These models are characterized by the order of its
polynomials (nA, nB and nC for A, B and C respectively) and by its internal
delay (nk). In order to ﬁnd a good model with not too high order, the Akaike
information criterion has been used (see Section 2.2).
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Net Indicated Mean Eﬀective Pressure
This is an important model because IMEPn has to follow a reference given by
the driver work output request. Therefore it is necessary to obtain a model
that ﬁts the real data well enough. The models found have the following
orders:
IMEPn na nb nk
DOI 5 7 1
θSOI 4 2 2
Table 7.1 IMEPn-Input models orders
As can be seen in Figure A.2, DOI will aﬀect more than θSOI when
controlling IMEPn because of the amplitude of the output. The ﬁrst model
is really well-ﬁtted, and although the second one is noisier, it captures the
mean. Using an ARMAX equation didn't improve the model.
Combustion timing
θCA50 will not be forced to follow a reference signal in these experiments,
although information about the combustion timing is important. The models
found have the following orders:
θCA50 na nb nk
DOI 9 6 1
θSOI 1 3 1
Table 7.2 θCA50-Input models orders
The ﬁrst model is of high order, but ﬁts the data well despite the noise.
The second model is lower order with similar results (Figure A.3).
Fuel mass
Given that the fuel consumption is directly related to DOI, there is no model
from θSOI .
mf na nb nk
DOI 1 1 6
θSOI 0 0 0
Table 7.3 mf -Input models orders
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Because of the delay in the signal the model cannot be more accurate.
The model obtained from the identiﬁcation procedure has the output shown
in Figure A.4. The delay in this signal is due to the way of measuring the
fuel consumption. Therefore the gases where measured with delay. As a con-
sequence, this delay will be removed from the model without adding any
kind of error. In addition, to improve the performance of the controller, the
time constant of this ﬁrst order model has been decreased. The knowledge
about the logical relation between DOI andmf lets to make this modiﬁcation
without adding any kind of uncertainty to the model.
Ignition delay
Although the ignition delay is more useful in PPC engines, it can provide
information in diesel engines as well [13]. The models orders are as follows:
τ na nb nc nk
DOI 5 9 - 1
θSOI 1 2 3 1
Table 7.4 τ -Input models orders
Given that the data are very noisy, ARMAX equations have been used.
It has been found that in the second model, using ARMAX instead of ARX
ﬁtted better and with lower order. The spikes in the second graph have been
captured given that these are not considered to be noise (Figure A.5).
Maximum pressure rise rate
This output will have to be minimized in order to decrease the noise of the
engine.
dp na nb nk
DOI 1 5 10
θSOI 1 1 1
Table 7.5 dp-Input models orders
Given that this signal is obtained from a derivative, it is very noisy. How-
ever, both models manage to obtain the mean of the data (Figure A.6). Note
that the ﬁrst model is delayed 10 samples.
Eﬃciency
The eﬃciency can be calculated directly with
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η = k
IMEPn
mf
(7.3)
where k is the constant that relates the eﬃciency with the IMEPn and
mf . This constant is supposed to be
k =
Vd
QLHV
(7.4)
although given that the characteristics of the fuel used are not known,
this constant has been obtained from previous calculations of η.
Given that the model that would be obtained from (7.3) would be non
linear, the controller would not be able to deal with the eﬃciency. There-
fore, in order to maximize the eﬃciency, a cost on mf will be introduced to
minimize fuel consumption.
NOx
There are legal restrictions on NOx emissions that have to be fulﬁlled. There-
fore, this model should at least capture the tendency of the output:
NOx na nb nk
DOI 4 10 3
θSOI 4 1 7
Table 7.6 NOx-Input models orders
The ﬁrst model is a high order model, although it approximates well
enough the real response (Figure A.7). The controller will manage to mini-
mize NOx emissions using these models.
Smoke
Although it is interesting to know the smoke emissions, it has be found to
have a non-linear behaviour and there was no success in ﬁnding linear models
for this output. Therefore, it was decided to exclude smoke emissions from
the model.
Merging of the models
Given that the engine will be controlled by only one MPC controller, all the
models found previously will have to be combined in only one big model. In
addition, it will have to be translated into a state space model, because the
MPC software used in this thesis needs this format to work.
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The state-space model obtained will have the following form:
x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +Bu(k)
y(k) = Cx(k) (7.5)
where
y(k) =

IMEP
θCA50
mf
τ
dp
NOx
 u(k) =
[
DOI
θSOI
]
(7.6)
and A a 55x55 matrix (55 states), B a 55x2 matrix and C 6x55 matrix.
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CI Control Simulations
After obtaining the mathematical models that describe the behaviour of the
engine it is possible to go further and do controller experiments. In order to
understand how each parameter aﬀects the eﬃciency and the emissions, it is
necessary to simulate the designed model controlled by MPC. By tuning the
MPC in diﬀerent ways it is possible to draw conclusions regarding possible
trade oﬀ eﬀects, for instance what happens with the emissions when one
wants to maximize the eﬃciency, or how the prediction horizon aﬀects the
computational time.
8.1 MPC Design
As explained in Chapter 4, a MPC has a wide variety of tuning parameters
that lets the user to prioritize certain control aspects over others. In this
chapter simulation results obtained using diﬀerent combinations of controller
parameters are presented. In the presented ﬁgures all the outputs (blue) and
inputs (red) are shown. θSOI was limited to −15 < θSOI < 5 due to model
uncertainties outside this region. IMEP is always shown together with its
reference (black) as well as the net eﬃciency (green) and fuel consumption
that are displayed in the same graph. Finally, the constraints (if any) are
shown in red. The simulations were done during 500 cycles, although the ﬁrst
100 cycles of each simulation have been removed given they were considered
as a transient.
Using the same nomenclature as in Eq. (2.4) the cost function becomes
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J(u) =
p−1∑
i=0
(|wIMEP
(
yIMEPk+i+1|k − rIMEPk+i+1
)
|2 + |wmf
(
y
mf
k+i+1|k − r
mf
k+i+1
)
|2
+ |wdp
(
ydpk+i+1|k − rdpk+i+1
)
|2 + |wNOx
(
yNOxk+i+1|k − rNOxk+i+1
)
|2)
+
m−1∑
i=0
(|w∆DOI∆uDOIk+i|k|2 + |w∆θSOI∆uθSOIk+i|k|2) (8.1)
where wIMEP, wmf , wdp and wNOx are the weights to their respective
outputs, w∆DOI and w∆θSOI are the weights to the variation of the inputs,
considering them to be constant during all the simulations. The reference of
IMEP will be similar to the identiﬁcation data, while the reference to the
other outputs will be set to 0 in order to minimize those outputs.
Figure 8.1 will be used as a reference for all the experiments. In this
experiment only IMEP has a reference (IMEPref ), and there are not any
constraints or other weights, except for the input rate of change (in order
to avoid overly aggressive controller action). There is a change of IMEPref
every 50 cycles. This frequency has been chosen according to the frequency
of IMEP and input changes in data. The prediction horizon of the reference
experiment has been chosen also of 50 samples given that the longest time
constant of all the signals is around 50 samples. The control horizon has been
chosen as the half of prediction horizon (25).
8.2 Prediction horizon and computational time
To begin with, prediction and control horizon were varied. These are im-
portant parameters that may aﬀect the stability of the process if chosen
incorrectly. If the prediction horizon was chosen too short, IMEPref was fol-
lowed too slowly (Figure 8.2) and the fuel consumption was higher, while if
chosen too large, the computational times may grow too much.
In order to understand how the horizons aﬀect the computational time,
3 diﬀerent experiments were done. The ﬁrst will have the prediction and
control horizons used as reference, the second will have shorter prediction
and control horizons and the last one will have longer prediction and control
horizons. For each of the experiments the time needed by the controller to
compute the control signal in each cycle was calculated. The ratio between
both horizons has been kept constant during all the experiments (m = p/2).
The results are given in Table 8.1.
The table shows that the computational time increases exponentially with
the horizons. However, this increase is not very strong for this case. The
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Figure 8.1 Control with default parameters
Experiment Prediction horizon Control horizon Elapsed time (ms)
1 2 1 4.834
2 50 25 7.632
3 100 50 13.532
Table 8.1 Computational time for diﬀerent prediction and control hori-
zons
times obtained in these experiments cannot be compared with the real time
needed for the controller because the experiments have been performed with
a laptop that probably will not have the same characteristics as the processor
of the engine. Nevertheless, it is interesting to see the time constraints that
a controller in a real engine would have to perform calculations. Considering
an engine running at 4000 rpm, which means 2000 cycles per minute:
t =
2 · 60
4000
= 0.030s = 30ms (8.2)
Considering that the controller only has the half of the cycle to perform
calculations, the controller should calculate the control signal in less than
15ms.
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Figure 8.2 Control with small prediction horizon
8.3 High eﬃciency control
A high eﬃciency is imperative for environmentally friendly engines. As ex-
plained before, the eﬃciency will be maximized by minimizing the fuel con-
sumption (i.e., increasing wmf ). Figure 8.3 shows the behaviour of the engine
when only the eﬃciency is maximized (without having any restrictions on
NOx emissions or the maximum pressure rise rate). θSOI is advanced and
NOx levels increase over 300 ppm (which is higher than the default experi-
ment). The eﬃciency is improved compared to the default case, but the NOx
levels make this type of control environmentally unfriendly.
The physical reason for this behaviour is that if the combustion takes
place before TDC the pressure in the cylinder increases a lot given that the
piston is still comprising the mixture. Nevertheless, this can lead to some
negative work (caused by the explosion when the piston is still comprising)
that it has not taken into account.
If the eﬃciency is increased even more, the results are as shown in Figure
8.4. NOx levels increase a lot and the most important is that the IMEPref is
not longer followed correctly by the controller, since the cost function penal-
izes fuel consumption more than having zero IMEP control error. Therefore
this is a practically unwanted solution. Nevertheless, it is possible to ﬁnd out
that the best eﬃcient working point for the engine is when the θSOI is being
advanced.
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Figure 8.3 Control with high eﬃciency
8.4 Low NOx emissions control
Instead of trying to ﬁnd the best eﬃciency, it can be interesting to study how
the controller behaves if one wants to minimize NOx emissions by increasing
wNOx . In Figure 8.5 it is possible to see how the NOx emissions can be
decreased with respect to the default case. In order to achieve this behaviour,
the controller delays θSOI although DOI is not aﬀected too much. Therefore
the fuel mass and ﬁnally the eﬃciency are not reduced excessively.
The physical reason for the reduction of NOx emissions has to do with
the temperature of the mixture. Given that the combustion takes place after
TDC, the pressure in the cylinder will not increase too much, and therefore
the temperature of the mixture neither. Since NOx formation takes place
when the temperature is high [9], delaying θSOI will reduce NOx emissions.
The model used to compute NOx emissions exhibit some transients that
might not be close to those of real emission levels (this model uncertainty
could be ﬁxed using larger identiﬁcation data sets). For example, it is possible
to see that NOx emissions reach 0 level when they should not. This is because
the data used to identify the models lack excitation for lower frequencies.
However, given that the purpose of the model is to give a quantitative view,
the results have been considered acceptable.
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Figure 8.4 Control with extremely high eﬃciency
8.5 Balanced behaviour
In a real engine, it will be interesting to have a high eﬃciency while keeping
low NOx emissions. In addition, the maximum pressure rise rate should also
be reduced in order to maintain the noise caused by the engine at acceptable
levels.
Figure 8.6 shows a tuned MPC controlling the IMEP while having lower
fuel consumption, maximum pressure rise rate and NOx emissions than the
reference experiment. Given that in some cases NOx levels could increase
more than necessary, a constraint has been added to this output (red line),
limiting its value to 150 ppm. In the ﬁgure it is possible to see that when NOx
emissions reach its boundary, IMEP has a small error. This could be solved
by increasing wIMEP on the controller (which will decrease the eﬃciency) or
by softening the constraint set on NOx emissions. Nevertheless, given that
the diﬀerence between IMEPref value and its signal is really small, the MPC
has not been modiﬁed.
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8.5 Balanced behaviour
Figure 8.5 Control with low NOx emissions
Figure 8.6 Balanced control with constraint in NOx emissions
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9
Conclusions
The experiments done in the last chapter lead to some useful conclusions that
can be used in the future to improve diesel engine performance and that may
be used as guidelines for CI MPC tuning. The conclusions obtained from the
experiments are the following:
Data
• All the simulations done are subject to the characteristics of the identi-
ﬁcation data. The results can be uncertain if these notes are not taken
into account:
 It is not feasible to perform experiments with diﬀerent reference or
input frequencies than those of the extracted data. Several models
obtained in the identiﬁcation procedure may not behave correctly
if the frequency is too low or too high compared to the frequency
of the data.
 All the signals (specially the inputs) should be kept around the
operation point they were in the original data. Using diﬀerent
input values may lead to strange behaviour due to non-linearities
in the real process. This is the main reason the θSOI has been
constrained in the simulations.
MPC extra tuning parameters
• In some situations the controller may try to force the IMEP reach its
reference too fast (few cycles). In order to avoid this sharp behaviour,
a weight for the rates of the inputs has been added. In this way the
inputs may not change drastically and therefore IMEP and the rest of
outputs will not change so drastically either.
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Horizons and computational times
• A suitable prediction horizon was found to be around 50 samples. This
number has been got from the longest time constant of the engine
model, which corresponds to NOx emissions. The control horizon has
been chosen as the half of the prediction horizon, and this ratio has
been kept constant during all the simulations. These horizons could be
used as starting point when tuning the MPC in the real engine.
• The relation of the computational time with the horizons has been
found to be exponential with the software and laptop used, although
with low rise rate. Therefore, it is possible to increase the horizons if
needed without compromising the time for the controller to compute
each control signal.
• Given that the laptop used in these simulations is not optimized for
this algorithm, shorter computational times may be found when us-
ing a diﬀerent MPC implementation. In addition, the software used to
minimize the cost function may not be optimal [1]. However, it has
been shown that with the computational times obtained in these sim-
ulations, it is possible to deal with an engine running at high speeds
(4000 rpm).
MPC weights and constraints tuning
• Only to maximize engine eﬃciency is not a good option because NOx
emissions may grow too much. In addition, if the eﬃciency is set too
high, the IMEP output may not follow its reference, losing too much
engine power.
• The best eﬃciency point is with earliest θSOI possible. This point will
not be reached by the engine in most cases though, because of high
NOx levels. However, it is interesting to know how to achieve the best
eﬃciency for especial cases where it is extremely important to save fuel,
even if it means to contaminate more or not to reach high engine power.
• Minimizing NOx without having any weight in the fuel consumption
does not cause the eﬃciency to decrease too much. For this reason, it is
possible to decrease NOx emissions without compromising the eﬃciency
of the engine.
• The tuning of the weights of the MPC can be summed up in a trade-
oﬀ between the NOx emissions and maximum pressure rise rate and
the fuel consumption (or eﬃciency). This will be the most important
parameter to be tuned in the real engine. However, it has not been
found to be diﬃcult to tune in simulations. It is also important to note
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that if too much importance is given to these parameters, the IMEPref
may not be followed correctly.
• Adding an upper constraint on NOx emissions helps to keep wNOx low.
This way it is possible to have both high eﬃciency and NOx emissions
below a certain level. When the emissions reach the constraint, the
IMEP signal cannot follow the reference perfectly. However, the error
is kept low and the engine will give almost all the power requested.
Nevertheless, if this is not desirable, there exist two options to avoid
this:
 Increase wIMEP. This will lead ﬁnally to a relative decrease on the
weight of the rest of the signals, which will provoke a reduction of
the eﬃciency.
 Use soft constraint for the NOx emissions. This may be applied
only if the top levels of NOx can be exceeded a bit. However, the
constraint could be set in a lower level in order to accomplish with
the NOx restrictions.
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A
Identified model output
graphs
The ﬁrst graph shows the input data used to validate all the models. The
following graphs show how each model ﬁts each real output. The units for
each graph are relative.
Figure A.1 System inputs
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Appendix A. Identiﬁed model output graphs
Figure A.2 IMEP
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Appendix A. Identiﬁed model output graphs
Figure A.3 θCA50
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Appendix A. Identiﬁed model output graphs
Figure A.4 Fuel consumption
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Appendix A. Identiﬁed model output graphs
Figure A.5 Ignition delay
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Appendix A. Identiﬁed model output graphs
Figure A.6 Maximum diﬀerential pressure
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Appendix A. Identiﬁed model output graphs
Figure A.7 NOx
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Nomenclature
Symbols
Engine variables
θ Crank angle
θSOI Crank angle of the start of injection
θCA50 Crank angle which half of the heat has been released
mf Mass fuel injected
IMEP Indicated Mean Eﬀective Pressure
τ Ignition delay
η Eﬃciency
dp Maximum pressure rise rate
General variables
Q Heat
p Pressure
T Temperature
V Volume
A Area
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Bibliography
Engine related constants
Vc Clearance Volume
Vd Displacement Volume
Rv Ratio between the connection rod length and the crank radius
QLHV Lower heating value of the fuel
γ Heat capacity ratio
h Convection coeﬃcient
MPC parameters
p Prediction horizon
m Control horizon
w Weight of a parameter in MPC
Acronyms
TDC: Top Dead Center
BDC: Bottom Dead Center
SOC: Start of Combustion
SOI: Start of Injection
DOI: Duration of Injection
SI: Spark Ignition
CI: Compression Ignition
HCCI: Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition
PPC: Partially Premixed Combustion
MPC: Model Predictive Control
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